The Superpowers and the Middle East
Nasser welcomed Russia not only as a profitable ally, but as a
country from where he could obtain arms shipments which had
become especially important since Israel had launched a big
military attack against Egyptian forces in the Gaza strip in Feb-
ruary- 1955. The Israeli attack had clearly demonstrated Egypt's
weakness and compelled Nasser to search frantically for arms.
The United States had previously promised to supply arms to
Egypt upon the conclusion of the Anglo-Egyptian agreement re-
garding the Canal Zone. But even though the agreement was
signed in July 1954, the United States maintained, especially
after the Arab-Israeli clash in February 1955, that under the
existing legislation it could provide arms only for cash in dollars—
which Egypt lacked,43 or accompanied by a U.S. Military Mission
—which Egyptian nationalism could not tolerate. Under the cir-
cumstances, the offer for arms from the Soviet Union came as
a god-send to Nasser especially since they were payable in cotton
of which Egypt then had an unsold surplus. The Soviet Union,
on the other hand, was only too happy to provide Egypt with
arms to counteract the Baghdad Pact. Moscow believed that
with the arms, Nasser would be able to organize "a counteralli-
ance in opposition to the Baghdad Pact".44 In fact, the cotton-
for-arms deal in September 1955 45 between Egypt and the Soviet
43 The United States had, as a matter of fact, offered to sell to Egypt
early in 1955, certain types of weapons to the tune of $27 million. How-
ever, all of Egypt's request for arms had not been acceded to since she
had "demanded types of weapons that the United States just could not
send to the area if the regional military balance was to be maintained*'.
But Egypt turned down the US. offer pleading a shortage of foreign ex-
change although this plea was not tenable since, according to informed
observers, "Egypt's foreign exchange position at that time was not really
critical". Uri Ra'anan, The USSR Arms the Third World: Case Studies in
Soviet Foreign Policy, Cambridge, Mass., 1969, p. 56.
** Ibid., p. 27.
*s Actually, the arms deal was concluded in May 1955, between Egypt
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